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AGENDA
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Introductions
→  Breakout Room Exercise

Overview of the Arc of Engagement
→  Brainstorm

5 Stages of Engagement
→ Brainstorms

→ Breakout Room Exercise
6 Types of Audience Members

→ Breakout Room Exercise
4 Dimensions of Engagement

→ Breakout Room Exercise
Closing Remarks



HELLO!
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Take 5 minutes to introduce yourself + meet your 
virtual group:  
◉ Where are you located?

◉ What artform do you focus on?

◉ What  brought you to this webinar today + what are you most interested in 
learning about?

◉ What does “engagement” + “participation” mean to you?



ROADMAP

4 Dimensions 
of 

Engagement

Overview of 
the Arc

5 Stages of 
Engagement 

6 Types of 
Audience 
Members



THE ARC OF ENGAGEMENT
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1



KEY TERMS
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Audience : groups of people who attend + participate in exhibitions, 
performances, film screenings + other types of events

Engagement : brings together marketing, education + artistic 
programming in common service of maximizing impact

Audience Engagement : a guiding philosophy in the creation + delivery 
of arts experiences in which the main concern is maximizing impact 
on participants



ENGAGEMENT + 
PARTICIPATION IN 2020
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◉ COVID-19 → lower intentions to visit cultural entities in the immediate future 
○ Eagerness to return when “safe” (ex. when a vaccine is available)
○ NYC cultural organizations such as the Met have begun to open at 25% capacity

◉ The arts have had to be quick to create + make resources available online + through 
community-based channels
○ When thinking about engagement, keep digital channels in mind

○ Ex. virtual tours, online video classes, Twitch live concerts + festivals, demand for outdoor 

activities

https://www.twitch.tv/libfestival


ENGAGEMENT + 
PARTICIPATION IN 2020
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◉ Understanding audience behavior is VITAL
○ Most likely guests to engage with the arts upon reopening are those who already know + 

enjoy the experiences 
○ Active visitors are likely to be your most important audience upon reopening

◉ Individuals under the age of 34 generally cite fewer safety measure requirements 
than more senior persons
○ Safety enhancements still appear to be a wise + necessary consideration to engage all 

audiences



The “Arc of Engagement” model helps us 
understand the stages through which audience 

members pass in constructing unique experiences 
around a shared work of art

(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)
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(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)
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To engage audiences, we must think about managing the total experience, from the moment a 
decision is made to attend → the days, months + years after the event



The “aha” moment when an audience member grasps the 
“why” of the artistic impulse is called the “moment of 

curatorial insight”
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CURATORIAL INSIGHT

◉ Most likely to arise from personal statements from people who make artistic decisions

◉ Can have a transformative effect on the experience

◉ May take an audience member seconds or hours



BRAINSTORM
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Take 3 minutes to reflect on and/or list:  

◉ How have you previously created curatorial insight?

◉ How can you do so in the future?



5 Stages of Engagement
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2



STAGE 1: THE BUILD-UP
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◉ The Arc begins when a person commitments to attend an exhibit or performance

◉ The engagement process starts when the 1st marketing message is received

○ Often the only context an audience member has going into an arts experience!

○ Marketing = integral to achieving  your mission

○ Marketing sets expectations + contextualizes art



STAGE 1: THE BUILD-UP
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◉ Decision to attend may occur hours, weeks or months before the event 
happens

○ People make the choice to attend at different times 

○ Will all come together at the same time for shared experience

◉ Chances to share information + build on context at different times 
leading up to the experience

○ Ex. sending carefully timed email messages to ticket buyers leading up to the event 



STAGE 1: THE BUILD-UP
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◉ Contextualization creates windows into the artist’s creative process

◉ Contextualization Examples:

○ Pre-program lectures

○ Open rehearsals

○ Video interviews with artists, curators, directors, producers, etc.

○ Previews of audio excerpts

○ Selling scripts for a pre-show read-through

It is up to the audience member to access the information provided. 
While some prepare a lot, others choose to enter the experience unbiased or as a “blank slate.” 

However, most audience members prefer at least a small amount of preparation



BRAINSTORM
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Take 3 minutes to reflect on and/or list:  

◉ Ways to in which you can disseminate information + contextualize your 
art to your audience ahead of an exhibition, performance, or to simply 
keep them updated.

◉ What channel(s) would you use? What schedule would you use?



STAGE 2: INTENSE PREPARATION
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◉ A “hot spot” or key milestone in the engagement process

◉ As the event approaches the likelihood of engagement increases

◉ Preparation can spill over into the event

○ Ex. Picking up a printed program or map to learn more (often for the first time) upon arrival to 
the venue

◉ Stages 1 + 2 often blend together because people commit to artistic experiences at different time

◉ Stages 1 + 2  build anticipation and increase likelihood that the program will have a strong impact



BRAINSTORM
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Take 3 minutes to reflect on and/or list:   

◉ Does the fact that a majority of people do little preparation 
+ do it hours to minutes before an experience change the 
way(s) you would disseminate information + contextualize 
your art?



STAGE 3: The Artistic Exchange
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◉ Arch reaches its peak in stage 3

◉ The core opportunity for engagement is within the boundaries of the event itself

◉ The moment when the audience encounters the artistic work + the artist encounters 
the audience

◉ In some cases, an audience member experiences nothing but the artistic exchange 
(the red area of the arch)

○ Ex. Tourist happening upon a museum or show and spontaneously goes in



STAGE 3: The Artistic Exchange
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◉ Provide different types of interpretive assistance during the artistic exchange

○ Interpretive assistance = the practice of helping an audience gain appreciation 
for what they are seeing

○ Engage visitors in on-site activities + real-time content

■ Ex. content via mobile devices such as apps + inviting audiences to share 
experiences on social media

◉ When the quality  + relevance of the artistic exchange are high, the experience can be 
life-changing

Audience experience is affected by the quality of presentation but more so by the art itself. 



CASE STUDY: PATRICK CHURCH
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◉ A Hell of My Own Making was his 1st solo exhibition + debut of his 
Spring/Summer 2020 collection

◉ Invited the public via email + social media to model the 
collection

○ Each participant received a digital photograph after their 
shoot

○ Select photos were used for the Spring/Summer 2020 
campaign

◉ Church hoped the inclusion of the public in his collection 
would act as a performance piece, further blurring the 
boundaries between fashion and art

○ Also wanted to celebrate “people of all ages, gender, 
identities, abilities and races” 



BRAINSTORM
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Take 3 minutes to reflect on and/or list:  

◉ Did your previous ideas come into conflict with what you 
learned about the artistic exchange?

◉ How would you provide on-site activities or real-time 
content?

○ Think about audience members that might not pass through 
stages 1 + 2



STAGE 4: Post-Processing
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◉ A time for making sense of what happened + forming a critical reaction while the 
experience is fresh

○ AKA the point of “meaning-making”

◉ Can be personal or public as well as active or passive

○ Ex. facilitating discussion after an experience, artist receptions, reading reviews 
reflecting privately



STAGE 4: Post-Processing
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◉ Important to understand the diversity of your audience

◉ The impact of an experience can be greatly affected through participation in 
meaning-making activities or self-guided reflection

○ Casual conversation amongst audience members outside of the 
experience plays an even larger role

○ Audience feedback (surveys) can help the respondent to consider their 
reaction to the art + form an opinion



BRAINSTORM
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Take 3 minutes to reflect on and/or list:  

◉ What meaning-making activities would you provide or 
encourage after your show?

◉ How could you encourage casual conversation outside of the 
experience?



STAGE 5: The Impact Echo
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◉ The final stage where the experience may be totally forgotten OR remembered and recalled 
from time to time

○ Can last for a few days, a few weeks, or a lifetime

◉ Why do some experiences “stick” while others don’t?

○ Often shows + exhibitions by legendary artists are often cited as memorable 
experiences

○ An arts experience might “stick” because it was offensive, confusing or challenging in 
some way



STAGE 5: The Impact Echo
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◉ “Memory elicitation” is the focus on providing audience members with tools for 
remembering an artistic experience

○ Ex. small cards or items with information about the show + artist

○ Ex. Digitalization → online resources for audience members

◉ Contextualization + meaning-making efforts can help create + extended the 
impact echo



(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)
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This image demonstrates how different people have different ways of engaging + do so for different lengths of time, 
leading to different Arcs



BRAINSTORM
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Take 3 minutes to reflect on and/or list:  

◉ Have you had an artistic experience that has greatly 
impacted you + that you have remembered for years? 

◉ Why did this experience “stick” with you?

◉ How do you or can you facilitate a long-lasting impression?



BREAKOUT
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Take 15 minutes to discuss with your virtual group:  

◉ How has learning about this model changed your perception of 
audience engagement?

◉ After learning about the 5 stages of the Arc, which stage do you feel 
you personally need to focus the most on in order to improve 
engagement with your artform? Why?



6 Types of Audience Members
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3
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This diagram shows the 6 
overlapping categories of 

audience members, 
defined by their overall 

appetite for engaging + 
preferred methods of 

engagement

AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES WITH RESPECT TO 
ENGAGEMENT

(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)
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 Illustrates the overall 
prevalence of each typology (size 

of the circle) + the 
inter-relationships between the 

typologies (the degrees of 
overlap)

An audience member may exhibit 
the characteristics of more than 
one typology at a given point in 

time.

(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)

AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES WITH RESPECT TO 
ENGAGEMENT
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This diagram is NOT intended to 
reflect exact proportions or exact
relationships. Rather, it depicts 

general tendencies

Overlaps will vary for 
organizations, individuals, 

+ experiences

(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)

AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES WITH RESPECT TO 
ENGAGEMENT



Readers
“Light engagers” who typically enjoy only doing “little things” 
like reading program notes, wall texts + an occasional article

 May read previews + reviews, but are generally not interested in
further engagement

The most prevalent of audience members (almost everyone is a 
part of this typology)
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AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES

Engaging these typologies requires an understanding of four underlying dimensions of engagement



Critical Reviewers
Defined by their habit of making decisions based on what 
others say

Seek the expertise of critics and other sources of information 
before deciding to attend an exhibition, show, or performance

Interested in critical dialogue about the work itself

37Engaging these typologies requires an understanding of four underlying dimensions of engagement

AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES



Casual Talkers
Enjoy an informal social environment where they can discuss 
their experience with others

Ex. processing art by talking about it informally with friends + family 
members such as talking in the car on the way
home from an event or at a cafe

Most audience members are Casual Talkers
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AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES

Engaging these typologies requires an understanding of four underlying dimensions of engagement



Technology-based 
Processors

Enjoy online engagement + use blogs, websites, social media + 
other digital venues to read, learn, + discuss

Search for information online before + after the event

Motivations are both intellectual + social in nature

Appear to be growing in number, especially among younger 
audiences
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AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES

Engaging these typologies requires an understanding of four underlying dimensions of engagement



Insight Seekers

Seek an intellectual experience +  absorb information before + 
after arts programs

Look for opportunities to gain “insider” information

Dive into the meaning of the art and search for experiences to 
do so (ex. an open rehearsal, pre-performance lecture, 
post-performance talk-back, lectures, and demonstrations)

Enjoy learning from their peers + gaining curatorial from the 
artist, director, or other expert may provide
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AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES

Engaging these typologies requires an understanding of four underlying dimensions of engagement



Active Learners
Want to get personally involved in shaping their own experience

Look for “making + doing” engagement opportunities that offer 
a “way into the art”

(Ex. learning a few steps of choreography after a performance, or 
having the opportunity to touch + play musical instruments in 
advance of an orchestra concert) 
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AUDIENCE TYPOLOGIES

Engaging these typologies requires an understanding of four underlying dimensions of engagement



BREAKOUT
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Take 15 minutes to discuss with your virtual group:  

◉ Of the 6 audience typologies, which do you believe are most prevalent in your 
artform? 

1) Readers; 2) Critical Reviewers; 3) Casual Talkers; 4) Technology-based Processors; 5) Insight Seekers; 

6) Active Learners

◉ What type of engagement programs or activities have you provided in the past? 

◉ How can better cater to your audience to promote engagement + participation 
with the typologies not well-served by your existing programs?



4 Dimensions of Engagement
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4
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The 4 underlying 
characteristics + dimensions 

of audience engagement 
programs + activities

These dimensions help give 
general guidelines for 

thinking about program
design in reference to 

various audience typologies

KEY DIMENSIONS OF ENGAGEMENT

(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)
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Relationships are found 
between the 6 audience 

typologies + the 4 dimensions

Ex. peer-based engagement activities 
might appeal more directly to Casual 

Talkers than to Critical Reviewers

KEY DIMENSIONS OF ENGAGEMENT

(Source: WolfBrown, Making Sense of Audience Engagement)



Social vs. 
Solitary

SOCIAL

The activity is done with others

There has been an increased focused on 
creating social opportunities, driven by 

audiences’ greater desire for 
interconnectivity

Appeals to Active Learners and Casual 
Talkers

SOLITARY

The activity is done alone

Equally valid + valuable as more social acts of 
engagement

Appeals to Readers + Critical Reviewers 
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ENGAGEMENT DIMENSIONS



Active vs. 
Passive

ACTIVE

Want to feel personally involved in the artistic 
process + want to play an active role in shaping 

their experience
(Ex. jamming with musicians after a concert)

People who report having visited any kind of 
cultural organization in the last 2 years 

Are generally “super-connected” (have access to 
the internet at home, at work, + on a mobile 

device)

PASSIVE

Prefer less interactivity
(Ex.  Sit the back row and listen + observe a 

lecture)

Have interest in visiting cultural organizations, 
but have not done so in the last 2 years or longer

“Low-hanging fruit” and may also be the key to 
engaging new audiences
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ENGAGEMENT DIMENSIONS



Peer-based vs. 
Expert-led

PEER-BASED

Enjoy activities that allow them to learn 
from one another

This form of engagement is relatively easy to 
expand and bring to scale

EXPERT-LED

Professionally delivered discussions or 
“curatorial insight” 

Helps the audience to understand the 
motivations, inspirations + meaning behind

a work from the artist’s point of view 
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ENGAGEMENT DIMENSIONS



 Community 
vs. Audience

COMMUNITY

Aims to serve the broader community

Can build interest in the arts + stimulate 
attendance in the long-term

Ex. San Francisco Film Festival’s 
post-screening activities (incorporates 

discussion + debate about current issues)

AUDIENCE

 Aims to serve those who attend

Can spillover into communities when
audience members share their experience 

with others who did not attend
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ENGAGEMENT DIMENSIONS



BREAKOUT
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Take 15 minutes to discuss with your virtual group:  
◉ Where do your current activities + programs fall within the different engagement 

dimensions?
(Social vs. Solitary; Active vs. Passive; Peer-based vs. Expert-led; Community vs. Audience)



THANK YOU!
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